Nuclear Overhauser experiments at 500 MHz on the downfield proton spectra of 5S ribonucleic acid and its complex with ribosomal protein L25.
The downfield (9-15 ppm) proton spectrum of Escherichia coli 5S RNA has been examined at 500 MHz by using nuclear Overhauser methods. The data confirm the existence of the terminal and procaryotic loop helices within the molecule [Fox, G. E., & Woese, C. R. (1975) Nature (London) 256, 505-506]. Very little stable, double-helical structure is detectable in the third loop of the molecule, the one comprising bases 12-68. The downfield spectrum of 5S RNA is perturbed in a highly specific manner upon addition of protein L25 to the system. The changes seen strongly suggest that the binding site for L25 on 5S RNA includes the procaryotic loop helix, but not the terminal stem helix. Similar complexes formed between L25 and the 5S RNA fragment consisting of bases 1-11, 69-87, and 89-120 show exactly the same spectral alterations. A number of downfield resonances appear in the spectra of these complexes which have no counterparts in the free RNA, suggesting the stabilization of new RNA structures by the protein. There are some indications of protein-nucleic acid nuclear Overhauser effects.